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Topic: Awards (Read 5,316 times)

Author
carlito
9 Star Member

Re: Awards
« Reply #390 on Today at 2:19 »

member is offline

Today at 2:18, Silky wrote:
Today at 2:15, carlito wrote:

so shall we agree this is the root forward? yes?

ello ello what have we
here?

That is what I have said to fins on more than one occasion

okay ..then shall we put this to bed tonight..and discuss this at a later date (possibly when it's
not twenty past one in the morning)
Joined: Apr 2007
Gender: Male
Posts: 2,794/11.41 per day
Location: throwing shapes
Respect: 130
kiki
1 Star Member

Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

someone's taking a highway to the dangerzone

Re: Awards
« Reply #391 on Today at 2:19 »

member is offline

Today at 2:16, Silky wrote:
Today at 2:13, kiki wrote:

Joined: Dec 2007
Posts: 33/6.6 per day

FPR subsequently asked you if the name of the awards could be registered jointly in both of your names.
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You turned him down flat, did you not?

I suspect you can tell me my exact words, but turned down flat sounds a very exaggerated version of the event.

Are you saying you are now willing to share ownership with FPR, provided it is technically
possible?

Link to Post - Back to Top

ray
4 Star Member
member is offline

Logged

Re: Awards
« Reply #392 on Today at 2:20 »

Just wondering, If someone came up with the idea a year or so ago on this forum (and posted
it) would it then be their award show because they had the idea before anyone else?
Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

Joined: Jun 2007
Posts: 283/1.53 per day
Location: Las vegas
Respect: 16
valeha
4 Star Member

Re: Awards
« Reply #393 on Today at 2:21 »

member is offline

Today at 2:18, slacker wrote:
Today at 2:14, Yessir wrote:

But surely you can see that you are prolonging this issue.
Fair enough you made your point, but how many times do you intend on going after Silky on something, that
you have no personal involvement in?

pot, kettle, black?

Joined: Sept 2007
Gender: Female
Posts: 443
Location: UK
Respect: 47

that quote has always baffeled me...why did someone think that "pot calling the kettle black"
was an apt statement about hypocrisy?
firstly pots can't speak and if they could why would there only words be "oi kettle you're black".
very confusing
Link to Post - Back to Top

Silky
Administrator

Logged

Re: Awards
« Reply #394 on Today at 2:22 »

member is offline

Today at 2:20, ricosg11 wrote:
Today at 2:15, Silky wrote:

Im sorry but most of that list of people have fallen in to a trap by blindlessly following the views of a small group
of people, and not really standing back and looking at the facts
and time again.

Its a sorry story, but we have seen it time
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If you call blindlessly falling into a trap, speaking your mind and looking below the surface of issues, then yes, you are
correct...Come on guy. We are trying to make a bridge stop knocking it down. Its for your benefit.

I am trying to help
I want to help! people are making it clear that they dont want my help,
so Im saying that fine, ok! I have not problem with anything.
Link to Post - Back to Top

rudeboyrupert
7 Star Member

Logged

Re: Awards
« Reply #395 on Today at 2:22 »

member is offline

Today at 2:20, ray wrote:
Just wondering, If someone came up with the idea a year or so ago on this forum (and posted it) would it then be their award
show because they had the idea before anyone else?

goodnight
Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

Joined: Sept 2007
Posts: 1,030
Respect: 70
Silky
Administrator

Re: Awards
« Reply #396 on Today at 2:24 »

member is offline

Today at 2:19, kiki wrote:
Today at 2:16, Silky wrote:

I suspect you can tell me my exact words, but turned down flat sounds a very exaggerated version of the event.

Are you saying you are now willing to share ownership with FPR, provided it is technically possible?

Joined: Jan 2006
Gender: Male
Posts: 4,456/6.37 per day
Respect: 275

I think we said about this in an earlier thread
I think Fins has pretty much burnt his bridges in my direction
name he dunt even like would seem a bit strange.

so having joint ownership of a
Link to Post - Back to Top

coach
4 Star Member
member is offline

Joined: Jun 2007
Posts: 448/2.43 per day
Respect: 27

Logged

Re: Awards
« Reply #397 on Today at 2:26 »

read thro all this with sadness.
still a newbie really, and huge temptation was to say nowt, and leave it to the most vocal to
sort out.
but feel should say what i think as i have felt at home here for the most part.
think theres been sooo much negativity here recently, but sure thats got something to do with
sg and usual bunfight. same old.
also think some are a bit too quick to be harsh in what they say to others, when gentler words
would surfice.
all that having been said, and whilst i thank silky every day for this place, if the idea for the
awards (which i would have loved to attend, but couldnt do to family commitments) was fpr's,
then it seems to me that he should be allowed to take the name and do his own thing with it which seems from his recent post to be a stonker for anyone from any forum.
my 2p worth, for what it's worth
coach
ps rupert - great to see the franks - pissed myself years ago when he was invited on to
piccadily radio to discuss the budget but turned up to talk about budgies!
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Link to Post - Back to Top

spirit
4 Star Member

Logged

Re: Awards
« Reply #398 on Today at 2:27 »

member is offline

Today at 2:21, valeha wrote:
[quote author=slacker board=general thread=1198089220 post=1198113486]
that quote has always baffeled me...why did someone think that "pot calling the kettle black" was an apt statement about
hypocrisy?

Joined: Aug 2007
Posts: 323/2.59 per day
Respect: 12

firstly pots can't speak and if they could why would there only words be "oi kettle you're black". very confusing

Once upon a time pots and kettles used to put on open fires to heat up. The soot from the fire
would turn them black. So it's one black thing calling another black thing black - thus the
hypocrisy.
« Last Edit: Today at 2:30 by spirit »

Finsburyparkranger
Awards Organizer
member is offline

Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

Re: Awards
« Reply #399 on Today at 2:29 »

Where are you going to get the PR people, the trophy's, someone to spend weeks of time not
actually getting paid (the three weeks before the awards i didn't work). Who going to want to
bend over backwards to make it happen now? Who's going to get excited about it? Where's the
love going to come from?
« Last Edit: Today at 2:31 by Finsburyparkranger »

Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

www.auctionsaboteur.com
Ebay, whats that?

Joined: Jan 2007
Gender: Male
Posts: 2,090/6.24 per day
Respect: 153
G
4 Star Member
member is offline

Re: Awards
« Reply #400 on Today at 2:30 »

all this talk of pots and kettles sounds very racist to me
im calling my lawyer

g

Joined: Oct 2007
Posts: 290/4.47 per day
Respect: 7
Yessir
3 Star Member

Re: Awards
« Reply #401 on Today at 2:30 »

member is offline

Today at 2:19, rudeboyrupert wrote:
Today at 2:14, Yessir wrote:
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But surely you can see that you are prolonging this issue.

Heavy Is My Head For I
Wear A Crown

Fair enough you made your point, but how many times do you intend on going after Silky on something, that
you have no personal involvement in?

until this is sorted there will be bad blood between people, have you not felt the vibes on the forum recently?

Joined: Nov 2006
Gender: Male
Posts: 131/0.33 per day
Respect: 3

i find it staggering also you only feel that people should argue their own case and not speak up on behalf of others? i have
better things to do than have pointless arguments with strangers at 1.20am. i'm here, pursuing this because i believe strongly
that it needs resolving in order for us all to move on, with a clean slate.
if you knew me and what i'm about this would come as no surprise to you, perhaps you will get to see that over time.

Do you not think, for this forum to move on with a "clean slate", its going to take just TWO
people Silky and FPR to come up with an appropriate resolution on this issue?
Not me, you or anyone else banging on, about something we do not have all the facts about.
Link to Post - Back to Top

G
4 Star Member

Logged

Re: Awards
« Reply #402 on Today at 2:30 »

member is offline

Today at 2:29, Finsburyparkranger wrote:
Where are you going to get the PR people, the trophy's, someone to spend weeks of time not actually getting paid (The three
weeks before the awards i didn't work). Who going to want to bend over backwards to make it happen now? Who's going to
get excited about it? Where's the love going to come from?

mexico my son
g

mexico
Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

Joined: Oct 2007
Posts: 290/4.47 per day
Respect: 7
kiki
1 Star Member

Re: Awards
« Reply #403 on Today at 2:32 »

member is offline

Today at 2:24, Silky wrote:
Today at 2:19, kiki wrote:

Joined: Dec 2007
Posts: 33/6.6 per day
Respect: 6

Are you saying you are now willing to share ownership with FPR, provided it is technically possible?

I think we said about this in an earlier thread
I think Fins has pretty much burnt his bridges in my direction
seem a bit strange.

so having joint ownership of a name he dunt even like would

If you are focussing on the name 'Urban Art Awards', then, as already mentioned, FPR appears
to have reconsidered his position there.
If FPR came to you now and said "Silky, let's register the name of the awards in our joint
names", would you object?
This is the key issue, Silky. It is your refusal to share ownership of the name that people object
to most. This why I said that it seems like you have taken advantage of FPR.
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Link to Post - Back to Top

ray
4 Star Member

Logged

Re: Awards
« Reply #404 on Today at 2:32 »

member is offline

Today at 2:22, rudeboyrupert wrote:
Today at 2:20, ray wrote:
Just wondering, If someone came up with the idea a year or so ago on this forum (and posted it) would it then
be their award show because they had the idea before anyone else?

goodnight

Joined: Jun 2007
Posts: 283/1.53 per day
Location: Las vegas
Respect: 16

Not sleepy yet thanks
But seriously, if this is all about who had the "idea" first, and just for
arguments sake we say a forum member posted this "idea" a year ago or so... would that
person then "own" the awards because they had the "idea" first?
I mean, it's kind of your point/argument right?
Link to Post - Back to Top

G
4 Star Member

Logged

Re: Awards
« Reply #405 on Today at 2:32 »

member is offline

g

Joined: Oct 2007
Posts: 290/4.47 per day
Respect: 7
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Link to Post - Back to Top

Silky
Administrator
member is offline

Re: Awards
« Reply #406 on Today at 2:33 »

I think really Fins has started of the whole thing last year with a picture of me in his mind of
being some crazy control freak
and that whole thing has been created by others in some sort
of attempt to push me around to change things on here to suit their personal needs and tastes.
If Fins could have got past those feeling and realized that I am very willing to help him, and
that I'm not the person thats been portrayed, we as a forum could still be working towards next
year
But things have been twisted
people have manipulated things behind the scenes, and it
ended up that whatever I did it was always gonna come back to bit me
I live an learn
I completely respect what Finsbury is trying to do, but to turn round and let these threads
happen like they have, has just made his own position very difficult

Joined: Jan 2006
Gender: Male
Posts: 4,456/6.37 per day
Respect: 275
valeha
4 Star Member

Logged

Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

Re: Awards
« Reply #407 on Today at 2:33 »

member is offline

Today at 2:27, spirit wrote:
Today at 2:21, valeha wrote:
[quote author=slacker board=general thread=1198089220 post=1198113486]
that quote has always baffeled me...why did someone think that "pot calling the kettle black" was an apt
statement about hypocrisy?
firstly pots can't speak and if they could why would there only words be "oi kettle you're black".

Joined: Sept 2007
Gender: Female
Posts: 443
Location: UK
Respect: 47

Once upon a time pots and kettles used to put on open fires to heat up. The soot from the fire would turn them black. So it's
one black thing calling another black thing black - thus the hypocrasy.
very confusing

but why did the pot have the urge to call the kettle black? surely if they were on fire they'd be
saying - "feck me this is hot!"
to which the kettle would reply "damn right"
instead pot: "I know we're on fire but you're black"
kettle: no i'm not you are
pot:no im not you are
and y were pots and kettles talking anyway?
I think the zebra calling the tiger a stripey t**t...not that they could communicate either...
http://banksyforum.proboards82.com/index.cgi?board=general&action=display&thread=1198089220&page=14
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Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

Re: Awards
« Reply #408 on Today at 2:33 »

yeaaaaaaaaah you know it

g

Joined: Oct 2007
Posts: 290/4.47 per day
Respect: 7
slacker
5 Star Member

Re: Awards
« Reply #409 on Today at 2:33 »

member is online

Today at 2:21, valeha wrote:
Today at 2:18, slacker wrote:

pot, kettle, black?

that quote has always baffeled me...why did someone think that "pot calling the kettle black" was an apt statement about
hypocrisy?

Joined: Jun 2007
Posts: 516/2.79 per day
Respect: 7

firstly pots can't speak and if they could why would there only words be "oi kettle you're black".
very confusing

http://www.phrases.org.uk/meanings/287950.html
The pot calling the kettle black
Meaning
The notion of a criticism a person is making of another could equally well apply to themself.
Origin
This phrase originates in Cervantes' Don Quixote, or at least in Thomas Shelton's 1620
translation - Cervantes Saavedra's History of Don Quixote:
"You are like what is said that the frying-pan said to the kettle, 'Avant, black-browes'."
The first person who is recorded as using the phrase in English was William Penn, the founder of
Pennsylvania, in his Some fruits of solitude, 1693:
"For a Covetous Man to inveigh against Prodigality... is for the Pot to call the Kettle black."
Shakespeare had previously expressed a similar notion in a line in Troilus and Cressida, 1601"The raven chides blackness."
and
http://www.answerbag.com/q_view/19199
It takes one to know one. I mean that's what it means , I wasn't calling you a pot. The kettle
could answer, "Look who's talking." It goes way back to when cooking was done over fires. If
the pot and kettle weren't already black cast iron when new they were soon black from the soot
http://banksyforum.proboards82.com/index.cgi?board=general&action=display&thread=1198089220&page=14
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and smoke. The black has nothing to do with 'evil' or race. Usually though, there is a
connotation of criticism in both the use of "black" and in the entire phrase. The pot is being
hypocritical , criticising the kettle for a quality or action or something that the pot itself has. It's
not as strong as Jesus' "log in the eye" analogy, where the critcizer has a bigger flaw than the
criticized . If you wanta analyze it a bit more, you could move forward in time to when pots
were still cast iron but kettles were being made of tin or other 'white' metals. Then the pot is
criticising the kettle for becoming something the pot has always been. Or... the pot was black
but the kettle shiny, the pot sees its own reflection in the shiny surface of the kettle and claims
that the kettle, not it, was black. But the saying goes back to before white shiny kettles . If
someone who spends all day answering questions here in the bag critcizes someone else who
spends all day answering questions ( ahem) by saying " you have too much time on your
hands," then the pot is calling the kettle black.
Link to Post - Back to Top

rachelstevens
1 Star Member
member is offline

Logged

Re: Awards
« Reply #410 on Today at 2:34 »

I hope you get it sorted, for me this is a turning point at which i will take a break from here.
have a great xmas boys & girls, be good.
might see you again if curiousity get the better of me or i've been dumped
Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

Joined: Jun 2007
Gender: Female
Posts: 36/0.2 per day
Location: Up all Night
Respect: 9
ray
4 Star Member

Re: Awards
« Reply #411 on Today at 2:35 »

member is offline

Today at 2:30, Yessir wrote:
Today at 2:19, rudeboyrupert wrote:

until this is sorted there will be bad blood between people, have you not felt the vibes on the forum recently?
i find it staggering also you only feel that people should argue their own case and not speak up on behalf of
others? i have better things to do than have pointless arguments with strangers at 1.20am. i'm here, pursuing
this because i believe strongly that it needs resolving in order for us all to move on, with a clean slate.

Joined: Jun 2007
Posts: 283/1.53 per day
Location: Las vegas
Respect: 16

if you knew me and what i'm about this would come as no surprise to you, perhaps you will get to see that over
time.

Do you not think, for this forum to move on with a "clean slate", its going to take just TWO people Silky and FPR to come up
with an appropriate resolution on this issue?
Not me, you or anyone else banging on, about something we do not have all the facts about.

Stop it, you're making sense
Link to Post - Back to Top

slacker
5 Star Member

Logged

Re: Awards
« Reply #412 on Today at 2:36 »

member is online

Today at 2:32, ray wrote:
Today at 2:22, rudeboyrupert wrote:

goodnight

Not sleepy yet thanks

But seriously, if this is all about who had the "idea" first, and just for arguments sake we say a forum

member posted this "idea" a year ago or so... would that person then "own" the awards because they had the "idea" first?

Joined: Jun 2007
Posts: 516/2.79 per day

I mean, it's kind of your point/argument right?
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Posts: 516/2.79 per day
Respect: 7

did the member in question subsequently spend 4 months getting it off the ground?
that's kind of the argument too.
Link to Post - Back to Top

valeha
4 Star Member
member is offline

Logged

Re: Awards
« Reply #413 on Today at 2:37 »

slacker I am in debt for the depth of knowledge I have now acquired about the phrase " the pot
calling the kettle black"
thank you my friend I shall sleep easy (once the caffeine from the Dr Pepper I had at 8pm has
worn off - I knew I shouldn't have drunk it but its just so misunderstood).
Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

Joined: Sept 2007
Gender: Female
Posts: 443
Location: UK
Respect: 47
ray
4 Star Member

Re: Awards
« Reply #414 on Today at 2:38 »

member is offline

Today at 2:33, valeha wrote:
Today at 2:27, spirit wrote:
[quote author=valeha board=general thread=1198089220 post=1198113680]
Once upon a time pots and kettles used to put on open fires to heat up. The soot from the fire would turn them
black. So it's one black thing calling another black thing black - thus the hypocrasy.
very confusing

Joined: Jun 2007
Posts: 283/1.53 per day
Location: Las vegas
Respect: 16

but why did the pot have the urge to call the kettle black? surely if they were on fire they'd be saying - "feck me this is hot!"
to which the kettle would reply "damn right"
instead pot: "I know we're on fire but you're black"
kettle: no i'm not you are
pot:no im not you are
and y were pots and kettles talking anyway?
I think the zebra calling the tiger a stripey t**t...not that they could communicate either...

Ha!!!! Great one............!
Link to Post - Back to Top

Finsburyparkranger
Awards Organizer
member is offline

Logged

Re: Awards
« Reply #415 on Today at 2:38 »

Happy to have joint ownership of web name for sure and joint ownership of the trademark. So
silky can enjoy using it all over his site and enjoy all the extra traffic and related advertising
rights because of the new interest.However I would want the voting site is be run independently
by me with no adversing and also to remain in full control of the live event and other also allow
all the other street art forums to engage in the event also to make it a really inclusive event.
« Last Edit: Today at 2:41 by Finsburyparkranger »

Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

www.auctionsaboteur.com
Ebay, whats that?

Joined: Jan 2007
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Gender: Male
Posts: 2,090/6.24 per day
Respect: 153
Silky
Administrator

Re: Awards
« Reply #416 on Today at 2:38 »

member is offline

Today at 2:32, kiki wrote:
Today at 2:24, Silky wrote:

I think we said about this in an earlier thread
I think Fins has pretty much burnt his bridges in my direction
even like would seem a bit strange.

Joined: Jan 2006
Gender: Male
Posts: 4,456/6.37 per day
Respect: 275

so having joint ownership of a name he dunt

If you are focussing on the name 'Urban Art Awards', then, as already mentioned, FPR appears to have reconsidered his
position there.
If FPR came to you now and said "Silky, let's register the name of the awards in our joint names", would you object?
This is the key issue, Silky. It is your refusal to share ownership of the name that people object to most. This why I said that it
seems like you have taken advantage of FPR.

Are you saying that he wants to NOW have joint ownership of a domain that he does not like,
and will not use?
Its like me saying Im gonna be in joint ownership of Banksy.info with Jboy
What would be the point?
Link to Post - Back to Top

Silky
Administrator

Logged

Re: Awards
« Reply #417 on Today at 2:41 »

member is offline

Today at 2:38, Finsburyparkranger wrote:
Happy to have joint ownership of web name for sure and joint ownership of the trademark. So silky can enjoy using it all over
his site and enjoy all the extra traffic and related advertising rights because of the new interest. However would want the voting
site is be run independently by me with no adversing and also to remain in full control of the live event and other also allow all
the other street art forums to engage in the event also.

I think you have burnt you bridges on that front Mark
if you had spoken to me like an adult
and not got all your mates to try a force me into things, than it could have been all so different.
Link to Post - Back to Top

Joined: Jan 2006
Gender: Male
Posts: 4,456/6.37 per day
Respect: 275
carlito
9 Star Member

Logged

Re: Awards
« Reply #418 on Today at 2:42 »

member is offline

Today at 2:38, Finsburyparkranger wrote:
Happy to have joint ownership of web name for sure and joint ownership of the trademark. So silky can enjoy using it all over
his site and enjoy all the extra traffic and related advertising rights because of the new interest.However I would want the voting
site is be run independently by me with no adversing and also to remain in full control of the live event and other also allow all
the other street art forums to engage in the event also to make it a really inclusive event.

ello ello what have we
here?

Joined: Apr 2007
Gender: Male
Posts: 2,794/11.41 per day
Location: throwing shapes

what say Silky? This sounds like a fair solution? Banksy info still involved and we just have the
one awards
okay I've just read your response....no ones forcing anything - people have opinions and
express them....I assumed the point of this debate was to find a solution..not to get to that
point and then say...too late
« Last Edit: Today at 2:43 by carlito »

Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

someone's taking a highway to the dangerzone
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someone's taking a highway to the dangerzone

Respect: 130
Silky
Administrator

Re: Awards
« Reply #419 on Today at 2:43 »

member is offline

This started out as an nice friendly awards between members on a forum
asked questions about ownership, trademarks, rights of use

but now I get

If Im in the wrong then Im happy to be in that camp.
Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

Joined: Jan 2006
Gender: Male
Posts: 4,456/6.37 per day
Respect: 275
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